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Let’s go back 100 years to ~1920…what were
the “spiral nebulae”?

The Great Debate of 1920

To resolve the scale of the Universe (big or small?) and the nature of the Spiral 
nebulae (inside or outside?) April 26, 1920, Smithsonian, written in 1921
Shapley: Milky Way was immense (Sun off-center) and contained the spiral 
Nebulae, which themselves were close (inside MW) and small.

Curtis: The spiral nebulae were “island Universes” same as MW but far 
away.  Sun at center of MW which was small.

Harlow Shapley Heber Curtis



Edwin Powell Hubble

1889-1953, 
1917 PhD in astronomy, U Chicago, 
“Photographic Investigations of Faint Nebulae”
1919--went to Mt. Wilson, best telescopes 

100 inch (2.5m) Hooker Telescope--widely
Considered most important telescope…
Incredible engineering feat (90 tons)
First light in Nov. 2, 1917, by George Hale

Fall of 1923, Hubble began a study of Andromeda, 
spotted ordinary novae and realized one was a variable star !



Leavitt at HCO Discovers a Cosmic Yardstick, 1907

• “computers”--hired female assistants
Henrietta Swan Leavitt,
1868-1921

HCO Southern Station (Peru), photographic plates of 
Magellanic clouds (which appeared to be composed of stars)



Henrietta Leavitt (1912) Discovers a Cosmic Yardstick

1) Some of the brightest SMC stars brightness varied cyclically over days, 
weeks (like the Milky Way star d Cephei).  So called these “Cepheids”

2) Slower they varied (i.e., longer Period), brighter (on average) they appeared. 
Since all roughly same distance, luminosity depends on their period.
Huge discovery!!  Cepheid Variables could be used as a cosmic yardstick!

Large Small

H.L. assumed stars in cloud at same
distanceàbrightness rank=luminosity rank.



Cepheid Variables

fainter

Longer 
Period brighter

Shorter 
Period

1914 Harlow Shapley (Mt. Wilson) explained  Cepheids 
pulsating stars, ballooning in and out, changing temperature
and brightness (overshooting hydrostatic equilibrium)
Kappa opacity mechanism He I-HeII (Eddington 1927)
Spectra showed oscillating doppler shift.
More massive, brighter ones oscillate more slowly.
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Light Curve of 
Cepheid Variable

Long P

Short P

Cepheids:
Giant, pulsating stars

Sharp rise,
Slow decline

L=4𝜋𝜎R2T4

Max when T  high, R low



The Most Important Star 
Edwin Hubble using the 100” on Mt. Wilson Discovered Cepheids 
in Andromeda (Var! upper right) starting with this one.

Page from lab notebook.   Saw
that the period was 31 days and that its mean brightness was
4000 times fainter than Barnard’s star (18.65 mag).  In paper
claimed 130 platesx35 minutes/plate.  At 2 good hrs per night,
that’s 38 nights or ~75 nights due to weather on best telescopes!!



Aside: The Magnitude System, a logarithmic scale

Started by Greeks.  Catalogued star brightness as “star of  the first 
magnitude, Star of  the second magnitude”, etc to sixth magnitude
Because the eye is a logarithmic detector, a change of  5 magnitudes
is actually factor of  100 in fluxTwo different magnitude scales, one for 
luminosity (absolute), one for flux (apparent).  Today Vegaà0 mag
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Used throughout  “astronomy”

m2-m1=2.5log(f1/f2)  

m is an apparent magnitude f is flux 

or M absolute mag., L is lum. at D=10pc

Since f=L/(4𝜋D2)à
m-M= 𝝁 =5logD+25 (for D in Mpc)



m-M=𝝁 =5logD+25 (for D in Mpc)

m=18.7 (relative to Vega)
M=-5.8 (measure parallaxes in MW)
à 𝝁 =24.5àD~800 Kpc
Andromeda outside MW!

Long P

Short P

long Period

short Period

How Far is Andromeda?



1912: Vesto Slipher measured galaxy 
redshifts

1929: Edwin Hubble 
Measured galaxy distances, 100”Mt. 
Wilson

H0 = velocity/Distance

HUBBLE’S EXPANDING UNIVERSE



Hubble constant, H0, gives the present expansion rate.

Its inverse gives approximate age of Universe (when all at a point)
if no forces are acting on Universe (i.e., empty) to change the rate 

From Hubbleʼs initial value of H0=500 km/sec/Mpc we get:
1/H0=2 billion years old.  Even in 1929, clear this was wrong…

Milky Way

Time
forward

Milky Way

Time
backward

Milky Way

Time
backward

HUBBLE’S LAW – AGE OF UNIVERSE à The “First Hubble Tension”!



Distance Ladders and the Hubble Constant

common, faint, nearby

rare, luminous, far

Distance Ladders and the Hubble Constant



Bright=near         faint=far
but not all the same…

dust

faint & red=not so far!

1991 examples…Phillips 1993, Calan/Tololo Survey 1990-1993

Type Ia Supernovae, (imperfect) Standard Candles



Thesis: Multicolor Light Curve Shape (MLCS) Method 
• Distinguish faint=far vs faint=intrinsically dim vs faint=dusty
• All ages, covariance, galaxy sims to improve dust measure
• For missing data: Snapshot method (1998)
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Better Supernovae Distances-1994-1996

W. Press R. KirshnerA.R.

My “academic parents”



Distances from SNe
Two populations
of stars discovered

CCDʼs in use,
“Hubble wars”

Hubble launched

1.6

2.4

4.8

14

Age
Universe
Billions
Years

The long, bumpy road to measuring the Hubble constant…

SN 1937C

The distances so obtained are relative meas-
ures, calibrated from nearby examples within range
of parallax analysis, and the objects to which the
methods are applied are called primary distance in-
dicators. Secondary distance indicators are objects
or systems that are far away from us. Their intrinsic
rarity places the nearest examples beyond the range
of parallax, and so their distances are calibrated from
primary indicators. The sequence continues, forming
a distance ladder that reaches areas of the universe
where the smooth expansion of the cosmos—the
Hubble flow—dominates over local, peculiar mo-
tions. Errors in measurement or systematics neces-
sarily propagate along the ladder to the determina-
tion of H0.

The most common relative distance indicators
employ so-called standard candles that are based on
geometrical properties, physical properties, or var-
ious correlations. Underlying the notion of standard
candles is that the flux of radiation decreases as an
inverse square law. Useful standard-candle candi-
dates either have a constant luminosity or are ob-
jects whose luminosity can be related to a measura-
ble property that is independent of distance, such as
an oscillation period or the decay rate of a transient
light curve. They are highly luminous and so can be
seen far away.

Perhaps the best-known standard candles are
pulsing, supergiant stars called Cepheid variables.
They are named after the nearest example, Delta
Cephei, which has a 5.4-day period and, at a dis-
tance of 270 parsecs, a parallax angle of 3.7 milliarc-
seconds. The relative proximity to the Sun of some
Cepheids in the Milky Way, their high luminosity
(104–105 times the Sun’s), and well-understood
 stellar physics make them one of the most reliable

of the primary distance indicators. In 1912 Henrietta
Leavitt, shown in figure 3, realized that the relation
between the Cepheids’ period and luminosity could
allow those giant stars to serve as standard candles.
Hubble used the Cepheids to determine distances 
to Local Group galaxies, the group of about three
dozen nearby galaxies to which the Milky Way
 belongs.

The physical process responsible for a
Cepheid’s pulsations and the period–luminosity re-
lation begins with a perturbation—a contraction
that drives the star away from hydrostatic equilib-
rium. As a result, the temperature and density of the
gas increase. Near the star’s ionization zones—in
which the primary reaction is He+ ! He++—as he-
lium becomes doubly ionized the opacity of the gas
increases. Consequently, the gas traps radiation,
warms up even more, and further expands. In the
ionization zones, the pressure does not decrease as
quickly with decreasing density as it would for an
ideal gas, so the expansion goes beyond the point
where hydrostatic equilibrium would have been
achieved for an ideal gas. The excess heating stops
only when helium recombination back into He+ re-
duces the gas opacity and heat is radiated into
space. As heat leaves the system, the pressure de-
creases, the gas contracts, and the cycle starts anew.
The pulsation cycle operates only for a small tem-
perature range, and only in a narrow range of stellar
masses does the ionization zone occur at a middling
depth where ionization and recombination can ef-
fectively drive oscillations. 

It turns out that the pulsation period is inversely
proportional to the square root of the Cepheid’s
density and therefore depends on the stellar mass
and radius. The luminosity is determined by some
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Figure 2. Hubble constant
 measurements. (a) The earliest
 measurements of H0 were about an
order of magnitude greater than
measurements made 50 years later.
(Adapted from ref. 9.) (b) The many
measurements taken from 1990 to
2011 cluster around a range of 
70–75 km s!1 Mpc!1. The most recent
and precise measurement7 has an
uncertainty of 3%; with improved
 instrumentation and data handling,
astronomers hope to soon achieve 
a precision of 1%.
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Figure 2. Hubble constant
 measurements. (a) The earliest
 measurements of H0 were about an
order of magnitude greater than
measurements made 50 years later.
(Adapted from ref. 9.) (b) The many
measurements taken from 1990 to
2011 cluster around a range of 
70–75 km s!1 Mpc!1. The most recent
and precise measurement7 has an
uncertainty of 3%; with improved
 instrumentation and data handling,
astronomers hope to soon achieve 
a precision of 1%.

HST Key Project 10%
(2001)                     72 +/- 8



Homogeneous, Isotropic + GRà
equation of  expansion a(t),“scale factor” 
Depends on present state, composition of  Universe !!̇!"
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The Past

Expanding Universe reveals Composition, Age, Fate…



Present rate, size, age,

big, 20 Gyr, 
H0=50 small, 10 Gyr, 

H0=100

Deceleration by WM (=2q0), geometry, fate
origin, viability of  inflation

dense, fast
q0>>0

empty, slow, q0>0

q0=
-a

aH0
2

..

t=t0

H0= a
a

.

t=t0

1990’s: Better D(z) with long range Standard Candles…

Scale: a

Cosmology, The quest for two numbers (if  matter dominated!)



Building the Modern SN Ia Hubble Diagram; Hubble Flow

Mid-1990’s, CCDs, light curve-luminosity, reddening corrections

Established: tight scatter (σD~6%), linear local expansion,
H0 ~10%-15% severely limited by absolute luminosity calibration
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Relative, 
need absolute for H0

Extend to measure q0



The Modern SN Ia Hubble Diagram; Accelerating Universe!

Established: not astrophysical dimming (grey dust, evolution),
decelerating before accelerating, looks like lambda to ~10%

1998: q0<0!!!!!!!!
2004-present: Massive ground surveys z<1 and  z>1 with HST

z=1.34
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ΩM, ΩΛ q0
------------------------
(0.3,0.7) -0.55
(0.0,0.0)    0
(1.0,0.0) +0.5
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ACCELERATING UNIVERSE!, q0<0 (COSMOLOGY Circa 2000’s)

XX
Early 2000’s: H0~72+/-8, q0<0 !

Models of  the Expanding Universe



1. Vacuum Energy, the cosmological constant: ΛCDM
QM: constant energy of  empty space, GR: repulsive gravity of  Λ
Test: w(z)=-1,    Existence Proof: Higgs Field

2. Dynamical dark energy
Potential energy of  scalar field filling space
Test: w0 ≠ -1 or dw/dz¹0,    Existence Proof: Inflation

3. Modification to GR
GR fails at long range (i.e., as a®1)
Test: w(z) depends on scale (i.e., different in H(z) and g(z))

q0 =
ΩM

2
+ (1+3w)ΩDE

2

wºp/r

New Game; assume “Vanilla” ΛCDM and hunt for departures

w=1 radiation
w=0 matter
w=-1 vacuum energy (3D)

Why Does the Universe Appear to be Accelerating?



Why H0? Dark Energy and the CMBPredicting the Hubble Constant from the CMB, two parts

Big Bang

Power spectrum constrain LCDM parameters, H(z)

CMB=“reverse distance ladder”: z<1000 via H(z),
Friedmann eq. predicts H(z) from ρi,wi (e.g., LCDM)

Falsifying ⇤CDM
• CMB determination of matter density controls all determinations

in the deceleration (matter dominated) epoch

• Planck: ⌦mh
2 = 0.1426± 0.0025 ! 1.7%

• Distance to recombination D⇤ determined to 1
41.7% ⇡ 0.43%

(⇤CDM result 0.46%; �h/h ⇡ ��⌦mh
2
/⌦mh

2)
[more general: �0.11�w � 0.48� lnh� 0.15� ln⌦m � 1.4� ln⌦tot = 0 ]

• Expansion rate during any redshift in the deceleration epoch
determined to 1

21.7%

• Distance to any redshift in the deceleration epoch determined as

D(z) = D⇤ �
Z z⇤

z

dz

H(z)

• Volumes determined by a combination dV = D
2
Ad⌦dz/H(z)

• Structure also determined by growth of fluctuations from z⇤

Angular size of
sound horizon
of CMB 

Power 
Spectrum
of CMB

1000

1000

D1000=s/𝜃, where 𝜃is angular
Size of sound horizon



Ultimate “End-to-end” test for ΛCDM, Predict and Measure H0

Dark
Energy

Dark
matter
Atoms

Expansion history from ΛCDM

Big
Bang

Big Bang
Afterglow

Compare
fluctuations:
angular
(CMB)
vs physical
(ΛCDM)

WMAP
~2005
Planck
~2015

CMB Predicted,
H0=67.4+/-0.5 km/s/Mpc

Direct, 
Present
route ?

ΛCDM
(6 parameters, Vanilla)

Dark
Matter

A
tom

sphotons
Neutrin

os

z=1000z=0

H0



The SH0ES Project  (since 2005)

Measure H0 to percent precision empirically by: 
• 3-Rung Distance Ladder of  “gold-standards”: Geometry à Cepheids à SNe Ia

A Direct, Local Measurement of  H0, percent precision w/ HST

• Reduce systematics w/ differential measurements along ladder and NIR

• “Gen 2”: HST Cycle 11-29, 18 competed proposals,~1000 orbits

D



Distance Ladders: Simple & Empirical, Must be Consistent

Anchors:
D~Kpc or Mpc

Geometry
(many ways) Cepheids

Same object types on 
different rungs must be 

standardized and 
measured consistently!

Astrophysical modeling  0%
General Relativity         <1%
LCDM <1%

73  

Hubble Flow:
D~Gpc, z~0.1

SN Ia Redshifts

Cross-calibrate:
D~10-40 Mpc

CepheidsSN Ia



Lower Systematics from Differential Flux & NIR Measurements

all anchors

all SN Ia Hosts

All Cepheids between rungs,
MW, LMC, N4258, SN hosts, w/
same instrument (WFC3), 
and filters (F555W,F814W,F160W)

1.6μm

0.8μm

0.55μm

Dereddened:
F160W-0.386(F555W-F814W)

Near Infrared=reduce dust &
dependence on reddening laws 6x 
smaller than optical

σ=0.07 MAG



Modern SN Ia

<0.5% Modern SN Ia calibration of Hubble flow

.Discard photographic data, SN 1895B, 1937C, 1960F 1974G, & unreliable
i.e. all but 2-3 used by Key Project, Sandage et al., Freedman et al.

Previously limited by 20 Mpc Cepheid range of WFPC2…

m

20 Mpc

SN 1960F



Better Data-SN Ia

• ACS (2002),WFC3 (2009) doubled range, 8X as many possible

• Using only reliable SN Ia data-i.e.,  digital data,  multiband light curves 4 bands, pre-
max, normal spectra, low extinction AV<0.5).     

19

m



Using The Hubble Space Telescope;
Cepheids to Supernovae



Stars are far, Parallax is small !
1 

A.
U

.

A CBp p pSun

Earth

d d d

d (kpc) =
1           

p (milliarcsec)           

Parallax: “Gold Standard” of distance measurementsParallax in the Milky Way at Kiloparsec Distances

3 Kpc ~ 0.01 pixels
on Hubble Space Telescope

Sun

Nearly all long-period (P>10 days)
MW Cepheids D > kpc

Need positions to high precision!



New approach (2011): Extending Parallax by Spatial Scanning HST

Target scanned over ~4000 pix,
Improves SNR by factor of 10
Reaching 20-40 μas



New Tool: WFC3 Spatial scanning for long range parallaxes, photometry

Riess et al. (2018a), ApJ, 855,136

HST/FGS
precision

Approach 1: HST Spatial Scanning
4 Years Later, 8 MW long-P Cepheid 
Parallaxes, 20-40 𝜇as precision,
1.7<D<3.6 Kpc, error in mean=3.3%

Epoch (years)

0 20 59 139 297 615 1244 2496 5024 10024 19980

08/08/2013

01/27/201608/09/201508/07/2014

08/07/2012 01/26/2013

Fast Scans 7.5”/s exp time~0.01 sec
Error individual Cepheid phot., D<1%

F555W F814W F160W

Approach 2: Gaia Parallax+HST Phot.
75 MW Cepheids w/ Gaia parallaxes
and HST fluxes directly from scans
a “photometric bridge” for Gaia

w/ Gaia EDR3, error in mean=1.0%
Riess et al. (2021), ApJ, 908,6



Milky Way Cepheid P-L Relation, Now w/ HST photometry, Gaia EDR3!

D<0.5 Kpc

Milky Way Cepheid Period-Luminosity Relation

}
Two advantages over
old HST FGS parallaxes

(Benedict+2007)

1) Periods > 10 days
2) HST photometry

Final Gaia Parallaxes
+ HST Photometryà

H0~0.4%!



Three Sources of Geometric Distances to Calibrate Cepheids

Parallax in Milky Way 
(WFC3 SS, HST FGS, 
Gaia)

Masers in NGC 4258,
Keplerian Motion
(Reid+2019)

Detached Eclipsing
Binaries in LMC
(Pietrzynski+2019)

20 DEBs in LMC
𝜎D=1.2% (Pietrzynski et al. 2019)

1.0% 1.3% 1.5%



4 Anchors

Cepheid V,I,H band Period-Luminosity Relationships: 19 hosts, 4 anchors



New 
Physics?

Dark
Energy

Dark Radiation

Curved Space

- 3.4 σ tension!

- New Physics* 
?

- Planck vs
WMAP vs l?

* “If a persuasive case can be made that a direct measurement of H0 conflicts with these estimates, then this
will be strong evidence for additional physics beyond the base ΛCDM model. “-Planck Team Paper, 2015

H0, Measured vs. Predicted from Initial Conditions (CMB):2018

DM-Rad Interaction Δ σ=10-33

+0.4



To Be Continued!



Adam Riess
Johns Hopkins University
Space Telescope Science Institute

SH0ES Team
Riess, Yuan, Macri, Scolnic, Brout, Casertano, Jones, 
Murakami,Breuval,Brink,Filippenko,Hoffmann,Kenworthy,Mackenty,Stahl,Zheng 2021, arxiv
(12/9)  2021arXiv211204510 (ApJ, in press), github: https://pantheonplussh0es.github.io 

A Comprehensive Measurement of  Local H0
to  1  km/sec/Mpc Uncertainty
from HST, SH0ES, Pantheon+

Cheat Sheet:  1 km/Mpc/sec=0.031 mag
“Tension”=0.18 mag



SH0ES 2022, First Major Update Since 2016 (>1000 orbits HST) 

• More than doubles SN calibrators from 19à42, (1/yr), all at z≤0.01, HST milestone!
• More than triples Cepheid calibrators in geometric Maser host NGC 4258
• Data reprocessed with improved pipeline and new STScI reference files

This work

2021

2016

2011

2009



SH0ES 2022: The 3-Rung Distance Ladder

• Three Independent Geometric Anchors: MW Gaia EDR3, N4258 Masers, LMC DEBs
• Uses Pantheon+ SN (Scolnic+22, Brout+22),   SN and Cepheid covariance modeled
• Exhaustive tests, comprehensive analyses of  systematics, 67 variants 
• Full Release: 107 data #s, please read paper,  ask if  you have questions!
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Cepheids, HST

Geometric

Cepheids, HST

SN Ia

SN Ia

Lindegren+ 2021 
SH0ES: Riess+ 2018

SH0ES: Riess+ 2021

Reid,Pesce,Riess
2019

SH0ES: This work
Yuan+ 2022a

Pietrzynski+ 2019

SH0ES: Riess+ 2019

SH0ES: This work, Yuan+ 2022b

Pantheon Plus: Scolnic+ 2022, Brout+ 2022

Pantheon Plus: Scolnic+ 2022, Brout+ 2022

42 SN Ia in 37 Hosts (late-type)

Baseline: 277 SN Ia 0.023<z<0.15 (late-type)

SH0ES Distance Ladder Data Sources Paper Contents

Cepheid Data, SN hosts – S 3.1-3.3

Cepheid Data, NGC 4258 – S 4.4

Anchor and Ancillary Cepheid Data 
MW – S 4.1
LMC – S 4.2
SMC – S 4.3
M31 – S 4.5

Geometric Priors – S 4.7 

Calibrator SN – S 4.8, 6.9

Hubble flow SN – S 4.8, 6.8

Baseline H0, H0+q0 – S 5

Anchors

Calibrators

Hubble flow



New Cepheid Measurements

All Cepheids measured same 
HST instrument (WFC3), 3 filters
(F555W ,F814W ,F160W) between rungs
à Nullify zeropoint errors

Hosts of  42 New SN Ia

New Cepheids in geom. calibrator
4 new fields in NGC 4258

(red pts Cepheids)



New Cepheid Measurements

Host Period-
Luminosity 
relations, 
reddening-free
3 bandsàdistance

Composite Cepheid 
Light Curves per host, 
all periodsà identify



Baseline Fit: ~3200 Cepheids, ~300 SN, non-diagonal covariance

Gaia 3

DEBs

Masers

5logH0

MCMC

Distance Ladder
Covariance Matrix

ßNon-diag:
Metallicity,
background

5 free params: [SN Ia, Lum., Cepheid slope, Z, 5logH0] 



Baseline Fit: H0=73.04 +/- 1.04, km s-1 Mpc-1, w/ systematics

5.0𝜎 from Planck + ΛCDM Χ2
𝜐=1.03, N=3500



SH0ES Error Budget

• Biggest improvement
Since 2011à2016, factor of  
8 since HST-Key Project

• All terms now <1%

• With N=42 local SN
and ~1/yr, this sample 

unlikely to be doubled again

10%

4.8%

3.3%

2.4% 2.2%
1.9%

72/74

74.2

73.8

73.2
73.8

74.0 1.4%
73.0



Systematics and FAQs

(Not enough time for all, please ask if  I miss yours)

🤓



Frequently Asked Questions (hopefully includes yours!) Roadmap

• Are extragalactic Cepheids same as MW ?
• How Reliable (and Gaussian) is HST Cepheid Photometry?
• Do Cepheid crowded backgrounds compromise accuracy?
• Do differences in Cepheid metallicity compromise H0 accuracy?
• Are different geometric anchors consistent?
• How does dust affect Cepheids, H0 along distance ladder?
• Are Cepheid and TRGB distances consistent?
• Could a giant void (in which we live) solve tension?
• Is there a difference in SN Ia at ends of  distance ladder?
• Is HST WFC3 instrument linear enough to measure H0?
• What if  you only include this SN/Cepheid subsample, this period 

range, this reddening law, only optical data, etc?
• What can we expect from JWST?
• How do I fit my new Cosmological model to the data?



Are Extragalactic Cepheids Like in MW?   Detailed Light Curves à Yes

MW Cepheids: light curves shape subtle changes with period 
“Hertzsprung Progression” (1926)  (Bono et al 2002)

Milky 
Way

Extra
galactic

Bono et al 2000/02

“bump”



How Reliable (Gaussian) is HST Cepheid Photometry?

Artificial stars add to frames at known brightness, recovered w/ pipelineà
PSF fitting measurements (in magnitudes) Gaussian (to 3σ), “best practices”



Do Cepheid crowded backgrounds compromise accuracy?

• Six validation tests of  backgrounds/crowding, here is one:
Compare Cepheids in high and low background/crowding, same distance

Difference in distance,
Between inner
and outer ~0.01 mag



Retaining Only the Least Crowded Data…JWST Preview

JWST



Baseline Fit Residuals vs Background/Crowding 

Compare fit residuals vs local Cepheid backgrounds
-backgrounds are independent of  fit, measured locally w/ artificial stars

Would need to underestimate backgrounds in SN hosts (red line) and/or overestimate in 
NGC 4258 (black line) to match Planck+ΛCDM, strongly ruled out

Cepheids in SN hosts
Cepheids in N4258



Do differences in Cepheid metallicity compromise H0 accuracy?

Metallicity measured in SN hosts, anchors (methods cross-calibrated in MW)
Luminosity-Metallicity relation, free parameter, ~-0.22+/-0.05 mag/dex

Marginalized posterior covariance vs H0,
H0 insensitive to metallicity term 

Cepheids in anchors and SN hosts have similar mean metallicity
à no effect on H0



Are Cepheid and TRGB distances consistent? 

• Compare distances to same SN Ia hosts, 8 in common (CCHP or EDD)
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Are Cepheid and TRGB distances consistent? 

• Compare distances to same SN Ia hosts, 8 in common (CCHP or EDD)
• Both Cepheids and TRGB calibrated by same anchor, NGC 4258 (𝜇=29.398) (only w/ HST)

• No mean difference to 𝜎 =0.03 mag, simultaneous TRGB+Cepheidsà 72.53 +/- 0.99
• ( ΔH0 F21, w/F21: +1.3 from tip in N4258, +1.0 tripling SN sample, +0.5 z frame, backup slides )



Are Different Anchors Consistent? 

Two anchors, predict 3rd. Consistent at the < 1 𝜎

H0=72.5 H0=73.0 H0=73.5



Analysis Variants: 12 categories, 67 variants, bifurcations, extensions, etc

• Optical Cepheid data only (72.7)
• Different pec. vel map or none (73.1,72.7)
• SN scatter ind. wave+mass step (73.5)
• No pre-2000 SNe (73.2) 
• closest half  hosts (73.1)
• most crowded half  (73.4)
• least crowded half  (73.3)
• Skip “local hole” z>0.06 (73.4)
• All host types (73.3)
• include TRGB (consistent) jointly (72.5)
• No metallicity term (73.5)
• Break in PL at P=10 days (72.7)
• No dust correction (74.8)
• Individual host dust law (73.9)
• Free param dust law (73.3)
• Low RV=2.5 dust law (73.2)
• Two of  three anchors (73.0,73.4,73.2)
• No outlier rejection (73.4)

Bottom line: hard to get below 72.5, above 73.5, propagate dispersion as extra systematic 



Tale of  Two Tensions
This is getting interesting!  To take seriously…

Why no precise, local H0<Planck?



Present data provides formidable challenge!
“Its New Physics”—constrained precise H(z) data, CMB 

“Its Systematics”—mature (~10 yrs) measures, many 
independent rungs, duplicate measurements, Copernican principle

We have addressed known or posited systematics.

We need specific, new hypotheses that are not already tested.  

Future progress: 
Experiment: JWST, Gaia DR4,5, LIGO, R^2, Euclid...
Theory: Early Dark Energy, pre-recombination gravity, 
Neutrinos, decaying DM, primordial magnetic fields, etc.



How to: Measure H0 and H(z) Simultaneous

Geometry Hosts of  42 SNe Ia
Set of  host distances,
their covariance

Add standardized SN Ia, local mB
Hubble flow mB,z

Solve for H0,MB,
H(z), simultaneously

H0=73.30 +/- 1.04,
q0=-0.51 +/- 0.024

Covariance of  host distances



15-20 of  ~400 MW Cepheids are in Open Clusters
Gaia EDR3 parallax based on hundreds of  cluster members

2018, zp=3%

Milky Way Cepheid P-L on HST System
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NEW: Improving Parallax Precision, now with Clusters

Milky Way Cepheid P-L on HST System
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2018, zp=3%
𝜎 = 12%

Milky Way Cepheid P-L on HST System
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2021, zp=1% 
𝜎 = 6%

Milky Way Cepheid P-L on HST System
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2022, zp=1% 
𝜎 = 3%

Last 5 years of  MW parallaxes+HST fluxes Calibration

• Cluster vs Cepheid 
parallaxes strong cross-
check on Gaia zeropoint
(function of  magnitude) 
because differ by ~10 
magnitudes

Milky Way Cepheid P-L on HST System
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Main Conclusions
o Baseline, SN=42,  73.04±1.04 km/s/Mpc with systematics

joint: +TRGB 72.53±0.99,  SN+Cepheids+TRGB+Masers+SBF=72.61±0.89(5.2 𝜎)
o Exceeds Planck+ΛCDM by 5.0𝜎 (one in a million)
o Extragalactic Cepheids in detail look like MW
o Each geometric anchor consistent with other two at < 1𝜎, 

(consequence of  Cepheid metallicity dependence)
o SNe on 2nd, 3rd rung matched: host types, properties, surveys
o Cepheid, TRGB consistent between same anchor-to-SN hosts 

( ΔH0: +1.3 from tip in N4258, +1.0 tripling SN sample, +0.5 z frame )

o Exhaustive study of  systematics, variations, no indications of  internal 
inconsistencies, excess noise, unrecognized err.                                
Tests inconsistent with dust, metallicity, crowding as explanations.

o Source of  “Hubble Tension” unknown  
MUCH more detail in paper, on arxiv and github





Baseline Fit- Geometric anchor consistency

Using Two Geometric Anchors to Predict Third

Anchors consistent with Cepheid metallicity-Lum. dep., H0 insensitive to this



Baseline Fit Residuals vs Background/Crowding 

Strong (null) test: compare fit residuals to Cepheid backgrounds
-backgrounds are independent of  model, part of  (local) measurement

Passes, would need to underestimate backgrounds in SN hosts (red line) and/or overestimate 
in NGC 4258 (black line) to match Planck+ΛCDM, strongly ruled out

Cepheids in SN hosts
Cepheids in N4258



Analysis Variants: 12 categories, 67 variants, bifurcations, extensions, etc

• Optical Cepheid data only (72.7)
• Different pec. vel map or none (73.1,72.7)
• SN scatter ind. wave+mass step (73.5)
• No pre-2000 SNe (73.2) 
• closest half  hosts (73.1)
• most crowded half  (73.4)
• least crowded half  (73.3)
• Skip “local hole” z>0.06 (73.4)
• All host types (73.3)
• include TRGB (consistent) jointly (72.5)
• No metallicity term (73.5)
• Break in PL at P=10 days (72.7)
• No dust correction (74.8)
• Individual host dust law (73.9)
• Free param dust law (73.3)
• Low RV=2.5 dust law (73.2)
• Two of  three anchors (73.0,73.4,73.2)
• No outlier rejection (73.4)

Bottom line: hard to get below 72.5, above 73.5, propagate dispersion as extra systematic 



SH0ES Error Budget

• Biggest improvement
Since 2011à2016, factor of  
8 since HST-Key Project

• All terms now <1%

• Gaia DR4/5 will help

• With N=42 local SN (or 
N=46 w/ TRGB)

and ~1/yr, this sample 
unlikely to be doubled again



Main Conclusions
o Baseline, SN=42,  73.04±1.04 km/s/Mpc with systematics

joint: +TRGB 72.53±0.99,  SN+Cepheids+TRGB+Masers+SBF=72.61±0.89(5.2 𝜎)
o Exceeds Planck+ΛCDM by 5.0𝜎 (one in a million)

o Extragalactic Cepheids in detail look like MW
o Each geometric anchor consistent with other two at < 1𝜎, 

(consequence of  Cepheid metallicity dependence)
o SNe on 2nd, 3rd rung matched: host types, properties, surveys
o Cepheid, TRGB consistent between same anchor-to-SN hosts 

( ΔH0: +1.3 from tip in N4258, +1.0 tripling SN sample )

o Exhaustive study of  systematics, variations, no indications of  internal 
inconsistencies, excess noise, unrecognized err

o Source of  “Hubble Tension” unknown  
MUCH more detail in paper, on arxiv and github




